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Abstract We present a novel soft-body framework based upon the structural coupling of virtual shells. Our concept creates an effective solution that solves the problem for self-supporting thin-surface soft-body meshes. Structural constraints in combination with virtual layers allow us to simulate a responsive, aesthetically pleasing, smooth soft-body system. Our physically-based simulation framework is able to show significant characteristics, such as, jiggling and rippling behaviour, while remaining stable and usable. We demonstrate our technique using a variety of graphical meshes, which were simulated in real or near real-time.
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1 Introduction

This paper presents a novel technique for creating stable interactive soft-body effect. The field of soft-body dynamics is diverse, including the simulation of soft organic materials, such as muscle, fat, hair and vegetation, as well as other deformable materials, such as, clothing and fabric.

A thin planar surface of point-masses connected by constraints is unable to support itself under external forces (e.g., staying horizontal under the influence of gravity). While Grinspun et al. [11] solved the rigid thin surface problem by including angular constraints between adjacent triangles in additional to distance constraints, we solve the problem by adding additional ‘virtual’ shells to thin surface. The ‘virtual’ shells and thin surface together form a self-supporting structure. Although the concept itself is simple, the method provides a novel solution for the design and construction of thin layer soft-body systems.

Our method is able to handle structures that have loops and branches by providing regional rigidity across the surfaces while allowing for smooth deformations, even on low-dimensional coarse meshes. Our model does not require any off-line processing or overhead large matrix based solvers. The model is suited to non-closed shapes (e.g., vases or tubes which have a thin outer surface) and no internal outward pressure to keep the shape rigid (i.e., analogous to a balloon’s internal pressure pushing outwards on the surface to counteract deformations).

Contribution The key contributions of this paper are: (1) as far as we are aware we are the first to present the concept of expanding the cloth analogy for structural, sheer, and bending, from a surface analogy to a
virtually coupled shell system; (2) our model is able to handle complex structures that has loops and branches; (3) combined with a iterative position-based integrator our method allows for a very stable and practical solution; (4) the nature of our framework means it is highly suited to massively parallel execution environments, such as, the GPU; (5) we require no off-line preprocessing and the deformations are smooth even for coarse meshes.

2 Related Work

Soft-body systems is a popular multi-discipline topic (e.g., graphics, robotics, animation [20], and medical [5]). Many methods and models have been proposed to simulate deformable bodies, such as, (1) implicit surfaces [7], (2) finite difference approaches [23], (2) mass-spring systems [9,1], (3) the Boundary Element Method (BEM) [13], (4) the Finite Element Method (FEM) [18,17,6], (5) the Finite Volume Method (FVM) [22], (6) mesh-free particle systems [20,25,8]. While specific methods target accurate scientific/engineering simulations, we focus on provide visually plausible emulations. For example, the finite element method (FEM) targets accurate representations of the stress/decomposition of a model compared to more approximate systems, such as, a mass-spring method.

The inspiring work by Grinspun et al. [11], presented a single outer membrane method which connected the surface using distance constraints for the edges in conjunction with angular constraints for the faces to synthesize a soft-body mesh. Our method uses only distance constraints and attempts to account for the surfaces finite thickness by adding ‘virtual’ parallel layers to the surface that can be connected to provide rigidity to the mesh so it can support itself.

3 Method

Our approach builds upon a popular penalty-based cloth-spring simulation concept. We use a set of interconnected point-masses to represent the physical shape of the mesh. A planar mesh surface is connected using three types of spring, i.e., a bend, a structural, and a shear spring, to synthesize an aesthetically pleasing effect (i.e., smooth responsive deformations). The internal forces from the springs in combination with the topological configuration provide an interactive solution that is able to react to external forces, like gravity and collisions, in a realistic manner.

3.1 Dynamics

We define general constraints via a constraint function ([24,19,1]). Instead of computing forces as the derivative of a constraint function energy, we directly solve for the equilibrium configuration and project positions. With our method we derive a bending term for the material which uses a point based approach similar to the one proposed by Grinspun et al. [11] and Bridson et al. [3].

Position-based dynamics have been used for a variety of systems. For example, Jakobsen [12] built his physics engine (called Fysix) on a position-based approach. With the central idea of using a Verlet integrator to manipulate positions directly. The velocities are implicitly stored by the current and the previous positions of the point-masses. The constraints are en-
Fig. 2 Timeline - Graphical illustration of key soft-body systems over the duration of the past few decades. [A] [7], [B] [23], [C] [9], [D] [1], [E] [13], [F] [18], [G] [17], [H] [6], [I] [22], [J] [20] [K] [25], [L] [8], [M] [11], [N] [15].

Iterative An iterative methods automatically adjusts to errors during the development of the solution. If a solution cannot be found within a predefined time, we can use the best guess solution the iterative solver has found. Additionally, if we reach an acceptable solution earlier (i.e., within the pre-defined number of updates), we can skip further iterations. This concept is crucial in time-limited system, such as, video games and training simulations, since we can limit the computational time for a solution. Allowing us to trade quality for computational time.

3.2 Scalability

Low-Resolution Control Mesh In an endeavour to keep soft-body system interactive, we explored multi-resolution control meshes. As high resolution graphical meshes may posses vast number of polygons. Even with the enormous power of the GPU it can be difficult to create soft-body motions for large numbers of high-poly graphical meshes in real-time. However, we combine our approach with a control mesh. The high-poly graphical mesh has an associated low-dimensional physics mesh. We apply or soft-body framework to the coarse mesh correspondingly deforms the high-resolution graphical mesh. The control mesh technique reduces the computational overhead and enables us to create a solution that can achieve real-time frame-rates, even for high poly geometry. Additionally, it helps reduce the cost of computing collision detection information in virtual environments, with other bodies and the terrain.

Model Reduction & Mesh Embedding The two main techniques for reducing the complexity of a system can be classified into modal reduction and mesh embedding.
Modal reduction is a popular method for reducing the complexity of a finite element systems by using a linear subspace to span a small number of displacement basis vectors to represent the deformation in the body. The eigenmodes obtained from linear modal analysis would be the best basis vectors for small deformation. For large deformation, however, they are not sufficient to capture the non-linear deformation characteristics, so multiple techniques have been suggested to choose a good deformation basis set [2]. Model techniques have successfully been used for a number of real-time solutions, such as, surgery simulators and hand-soft body interaction.

Mesh embedding, which is also called free-form deformation [15], uses a low-dimensional coarse mesh to influence and control the high poly model. The location of the attached points for the deformable body is determined by interpolating the positions of the neighboring nodes in the mesh. Since the work by Faloutsos et al. [10], mesh embedding techniques have been widely used to simulate soft bodies in the graphics literature [21, 14, 4] We used mesh embedding to reduce complexity of the deformable body in our simulation system because the technique enables us to easily reduce the computational overhead in scalable fashion without sacrificing the responsiveness of the underlying physical model. In our method, the control body (i.e., low-poly deformation mesh) is connected to the high-poly mesh using a rigid set interconnected elements that can be updated on the GPU. The mesh-embedded system then consists of a set of a deformable body that controls in a puppet like fashion the fine grained graphical mesh (see Figure 6).

4 Experimental Results

The results of our method are shown in Figure 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, and 11. In practice, different numbers of shell constraints can be added to create the desired visual effect. Additionally, combining technique with a model reduction control methodology in conjunction with the computational power of the GPU enables the solution to run at real-time or near-real time frame-rates.

5 Conclusion

We have presented a novel system for constructing self supporting soft-body meshes using an uncomplicated and effective methodology. Our model is able to handle complex structures that include loops and branches. The algorithm is robust and can be combined with techniques, such as, mesh embedding, to provide a solution for real-time environments, such as, games.
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Fig. 10 Shell Numbers - Varying the number of coupled shells produces a more rigid solution (i.e., at the expense of more computations).

Fig. 11 Cow Soft-Body - The simulation of a cow shape with long thin legs. The model bends and deforms before coming to rest on the ground.

Fig. 12 Gummybear Soft-Body - The simulation of a gummybear shape falling and bending before rolling over onto its back coming to rest.

Fig. 9 Couple-Shells - Adding coupled shells enables us to construct a self-supporting soft-body structure compared to the basic system shown in Figure 8.
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Fig. 13 Rabbit Shells - Visualizing three structural shells for a rabbit mesh (right) shows the shells cut away.